Case Study:

Redan Community Engagement
Part of the Working for Victoria Program - 2020/2021

This resource has been created for the Central Highlands Association of
Neighbourhood Houses (CHANH) with the support of the Victorian
Government Working for Victoria WFV Program, 2020-21. WFV enabled
CHANH to employ 14 people to support Neighbourhood Houses and
thier work in the community during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Highlights of the Project

Despite the prevalence of
Neighbourhood Houses in
Australia, there is often little
community awareness of their
existence and even less awareness
about what they do. A project
such as this is a great way to
raise visibility of your
Neighbourhood House
within a specific area.

Introduction to the Project

Why should the
Neighbourhood Houses know
about this event?
This project presents an opportunity
to share information about the
services offered with a broad range
of people, while offering something
to them in return.
They can share their ideas, discuss
how the Neighbourhood House
might support their organisation, and
create connections for potential
future
collaborations
and
partnerships. Respondents may also
be
interested
in
attending
community Neighbourhood House
events.
It’s
a
win-win-win
for
the
Neighbourhood
Houses,
local
community groups and the wider
community.

Introduction to the Project
The Purpose and Scope
Redan Community Engagement was a short-term project aimed at connecting and
engaging with community members, organisations, schools and other services within
the suburb of Redan. The purpose was to raise awareness of Ballarat Neighbourhood
Centre among the Redan community, learn more about Redan-based organisations
and explore possibilities for collaboration, and to conduct two events of interest to
Redan residents to bring the community together. The project focussed on people and
groups in or associated with Redan and was conducted for 5 months during the Work
for Victoria contract.

Background
Who does it benefit?
The project aimed to benefit:
Ballarat
Neighbourhood
Centre
–
increasing visibility and awareness of the
services and activities available for people
to connect, participate and learn in their
community;
The suburb of Redan and it’s community –
the aim was to help create a sense of
community via a Redan newsletter and
events to bring the community together;
Organisations, groups and schools in Redan
– creating connections and building
relationships between BNC and Redan
organisations to create opportunities for
partnership, collaboration and mutual
support. Working together to provide the
best outcomes for community members
and all organisations involved.

Background
Background
Purpose
The purpose of our community engagement was to:
Listen to people’s thoughts about Redan and the Redan community;
Identify and learn about existing organisations, groups and schools in Redan;
Raise awareness within the Redan community of BNC and services offered;
Create connections and identify opportunities for collaboration between BNC
and Redan groups and organisations;
Conduct two community events for the Redan (and wider) community to bring
the people together and create a sense of community.

Objectives
Map the suburb of Redan by researching and creating documentation on the
geographic location, socio-economic data and community groups, services,
organisations, schools etc. within the specified area;
Contact and keep a record of conversations with community groups, services,
organisations and schools identified in mapping to help build connections with
BNC.
Learn about theses organisations and explore possible collaborations and
connections;
Create and distribute a newsletter to Redan households;
Conduct two community events based on ideas and interests of Redan locals.

Background
Background
Scope
The project scope was to deliver a community newsletter and two community events
in Redan, with a budget of $1000 and a timeline of 5 months.

Stake Holders
The stakeholders of our project did not know they were stakeholders before we
began!
As we contacted various organisations and individuals we scoped out who was
interested in being involved and figured out how we could work together. Overall it
was a BNC run project, but with input and assistance from outside groups. We had
conversations with many people, but our key stakeholders ended up being:
·
Redan Football Netball Club
·
Ballarat South Senior Citizens Club
·
Peter Waugh & ‘The Redan Page’ on Facebook

Background
Background
How community feedback shaped decisions
Community feedback and input was essential in running this project, as the purpose was
to engage the community based on ideas and interests of the people in Redan. The 3
engagements delivered were based on community feedback:
1.Redan community newsletter – The idea came out of a previous consultation of
the community commissioned by City of Ballarat in 2018, where people had
identified ‘Not knowing how to connect with local groups / knowing what’s on’ as a
challenge and having a ‘community noticeboard / advertising for local activities’
listed as an Idea / Solution. As a one-off newsletter, the publication could not
provide a long-term sustainable solution to this challenge. But it gave the
community an opportunity to access information about upcoming events and local
organisations they could get involved with. It also provided an example of a hardcopy newsletter as a tool for distributing information. This could potentially become
a future project if residents are interested in producing and distributing one.
2.Redan History Workshop – The initial idea for this came from the City of Ballarat
consultation: Next Steps – Ideas that people wanted to progress: Redan History
Group. An interest in Redan history was specifically mentioned in the previous
consultation, so the idea of a history event was mentioned when contacting people
in Redan. Many people showed interest so this re-affirmed the idea. BNC didn’t have
the resources or staffing to set-up and run an ongoing history group, so decided on
a one-off history workshop. The hope was this workshop would bring interested
groups together and provide a forum for discussion about future activities. BNC
could then support community members to form a history group or run future
history events.
3. Let’s Go Fly A Kite – The idea for a kite event came from Redan local Peter
Waugh, after finding a newspaper article from the 1880s about the pastime of kite
flying in Redan during that period. It sounded like a great fun activity to bring people
together, had an interesting link to the history of the area and would also engage a
different cohort of Redan residents than the history workshop.

Implementation
Risk Mitigation
The risks to this project were that people
and other groups would not be
interested in taking part. Some concern
was expressed about the outcome of the
last community consultation when
community members felt unsupported
and unable to further progress any of
their ideas. BNC was cautious about
people to feeling the same way after our
engagement. The constraints of our
project were that we had a limited time
frame and funding.
The risks to the events we planned to run
were that they may not be able to go
ahead in the way we’d hoped due to
COVID-19 restrictions.

Supporting Communications
oDeveloped
documents
explaining
mapping and a template for recording
information about local organisations;
oA one-off Redan community newsletter
was created and 1500 copies were
distributed;
oIn planning for the two events, the
following documents were created:
Master event planning spreadsheet
Event-day checklist
Event-day plan
These materials could be used as a
template or guide for others planning
future event. See the next page for the
templates.

Implementation
Engagement Methods
The first step in the engagement program was identifying and contacting people and
groups to connect with to find out what Redan residents would like to see happening
in their area. The plan was to use a combination of this feedback alongside outcomes
from the previous City of Ballarat consultation to inform the project and events.
The only specific requirement was to target people living, working or attending groups
in Redan or with strong ties to the area.
Once the engagement activities were decided (a newsletter, a history workshop and a
kite flying day), a master event spreadsheet was created. This included a ‘To Do’ list of
every task required to successfully organise and run the events, including progressive
deadlines and notes.

Implementation
Engagement Methods Continued
As this project happened during COVID-19 restrictions in 2020, it was not possible or
appropriate to visit people and organisations in person. The initial mode of contact was
a phone call followed up by an email
There were no set participation levels or targets for engaging people through calls and
emails, BNC set out to connect with any groups identified in Redan. There was no
expectation of a particular number of groups wanting to engage further with us
Despite anticipating ‘cold calling’ would not work, quite a few people were keen to
chat, hear more about BNC and were happy to share information about their
organisations

Communication Techniques Employed
Initial phone calls & emails to Redan organisations: Contacting groups to share
information about BNC and to find out more about them was a very valuable
exercise. BNC ended up working closely with 3 of the groups / people initially
contacted;
Distribution of Redan newsletter: A number of community members called BNC to
book events, join the gardening group or register their interest in attending
community lunches after seeing it promoted in the newsletter in their letterbox;
Facebook promotions: A large number of attendees at ‘Let’s Go Fly A Kite’ found
out about the event through Facebook. The event was promoted on Facebook on
the BNC page, The Redan Page and a number of other Ballarat community
noticeboards / event pages;
In person events: Despite being only a couple of weeks after the COVID 5-day snap
lockdown in Victoria, both events were very well attended. It demonstrates people
are very keen to attend in person events, meet new people and get involved in
their community;
YouTube videos: BNC always planned to film the speakers at the Redan History
Workshop. In the lead-up to the event a number people on Facebook asked
whether it would be filmed as they were unable to attend on the day. At the time of
writing this case study, the videos were uploaded 4 days ago and have already had
over 120 views.

Implementation
Engagement Methods Continued
As this project happened during COVID-19 restrictions in 2020, it was not possible or
appropriate to visit people and organisations in person. The initial mode of contact was
a phone call followed up by an email
There were no set participation levels or targets for engaging people through calls and
emails, BNC set out to connect with any groups identified in Redan. There was no
expectation of a particular number of groups wanting to engage further with us
Despite anticipating ‘cold calling’ would not work, quite a few people were keen to
chat, hear more about BNC and were happy to share information about their
organisations

Data Collection
Data for mapping was collected through online research and driving / walking around
the suburb of Redan. A Redan Mapping and Demographics document was created,
along with an excel spreadsheet to record information about organisations in the area,
their contact details and notes on engagement with them.
At events all attendees were asked what suburb they were from and were given
optional feedback forms they could complete.

Outcomes
Key Outcomes Demonstrating Impact
Connections and relationships have been established between BNC and a number
of organisations and individuals within Redan. There is ongoing communication
with some groups about working on future projects and the BNC community
garden;
Attendance numbers and feedback show that people were interested in and
enjoyed the events that were organised;
More people in the community are aware of BNC and its activities – a number of
people who received the newsletter or attended the Redan events have now also
attended community lunches, joined the garden group or attended other BNC
events.

Visualising the Results

4 Community
Groups participated
in Community
Newsletter

12 Community
Groups
involved in
Community
Consultation
in Redan

40 attended
History Workshop

122 attended
Kite Making
Workshop

Outcomes
Quotes from participants, staff and key stakeholders.

·Something we just
stumbled across,
great idea for the kids

·The display kite was amazing – it
caught our eye as we were driving past.
The girls enjoyed being able to make
their own.

Thank you so
much for your
warm welcome!

·The display kite was
amazing – it caught
our eye as we were
driving past. The girls
enjoyed being able to
make their own.

·Everything – excellent, COVIDsafe venue, well-organised and
knowledgeable and enthusiastic
speakers on their aspects of
Redan history
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The Central Highlands Association of Neighbourhood Houses Inc.
is a not-for-profit organisation, supporting Neighbourhood Houses
across our region to connect and flourish.
For more information about Central Highlands Neighbourhood Houses
and our Association, go to chanh.org.au

